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An Introduction to ‘Hot-seating’ 
in the Early Years’ 

(3 + years)

By Samira John-Bailey

Activity: Continuum

• How confident do you feel about using ‘hot-seating’ as a 
strategy to enable children to explore story characters’ feelings, 
motives and intentions (for 3-5 year olds)?

• Very confident
• A bit confident
• Not very confident

• Stand up and position yourself on this imaginary continuum
On this imaginary continuum

Very confident                         A bit confident                       Not very confident
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Aims

• This short workshop aims to provide early years leaders and 
practitioners with an opportunity to: 

– consider ‘hot-seating’ as a strategy for enabling children (3+ 
years) to explore story characters’ feelings, motives and 
intentions 

– Observe and critique video examples of ‘hot-seating’ with 
children

– Have-a-go at ‘hot-seating’

– Consider using hot-seating with a range of story characters 
including cross-cultural stories and traditional tales

Agenda
45 minutes

• What is ‘Hot-seating’? (5mins)

• Story Recall: ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ (5 mins)

• Have-a-Go: in groups of three (12 mins)

• Different Perspectives (3 mins)

• Cross Cultural Stories and Traditional Tales (3 mins)

• PSED Links (3 mins)

• Learning, Development and Assessment Links (3 mins)

• Reflections (5 mins)

• End and Evaluations
(NB: 5 mins slippage time)
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What is ‘Hot-seating’?

What is ‘Hot-seating’?
• Hot-seating is a drama strategy in which a character or characters, 

played by the teacher or a child, are interviewed by the rest of the 
group. 

• It invites children to recount a specific event, explore motivation and 
multiple perspectives/experiences related to a theme, topic, event, 
or idea within a story.

• Hot-seating requires children to have familiarity with a story, and 
opportunities to have role-played the story first too (particularly for 
younger children and / or when introducing the concept of hot-
seating to children).

• https://dbp.theatredance.utexas.edu/content/hotseating-0
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Supporting the Hot-Seating Process
For the child (or adult) in the hot-seat it needs to be determined: 

• Who they are in the interview (i.e. which character)

• Where they are (i.e. the setting for the interview); 

• Why they are in the hot-seat (i.e. the motivation for their words 
and actions). 

The other children / audience (outside of the hot-seat character) it 
needs to be determined whether they are:

• Also ‘in character’ (e.g., as a policeman /policewoman trying 
to find an answer)

• Acting as themselves (i.e. not ‘in character’)

https://dbp.theatredance.utexas.edu/content/hotseating-0

Supporting the Hot-Seating Process
The Role of the Adult(s) Facilitating Hot-seating:

• Brainstorm with children the range of questions that can be posed 
to the different characters

• Model being in the hot-seat by modelling being ‘in character’; 
answering questions whilst ‘in character’; and using a range of 
new and extensive vocabulary 

• Model asking the child in the hot-seat probing questions whilst:

• Not in character (whilst acting as themselves) – their 
personal view point

• In the role of another character from the story (a different 
character’s perspective / viewpoint)

• Reframe any questions if needed and support children’s 
responses if they are unclear

https://dbp.theatredance.utexas.edu/content/hotseating-0
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What is ‘Hot-seating’?
Video (2.37 mins):
(1)Watch video clip ‘Audrey in the Hot 

Seat as Goldilocks after a Read Aloud’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2
dId0rlrMs

(2)What were your initial thoughts of the 
process?

(3) What might you do differently with       
3-4 year olds (nursery / pre-school) and 
4-5 year olds (reception)?

(4)Feedback

Action Planning
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Story Recall

Features of Stories
Most features of stories include:

• Setting

• Character(s)

• Problem

• Resolution 
Plot
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Story

Story Recall / Retrieval - Detail
• In pairs, using the symbols below, recall the key points of the story 

‘Little Red Riding Hood’ (2 mins)
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Story Recall / Retrieval: Brief Summary
Little Red Riding Hood:
‘Little Red Riding Hood’

Have-a-Go
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Little Red Riding Hood The Wolf Grandma

NB: Eventually / sometimes, it may not be necessary to use any props 

Have-a-Go
Activity
• In groups of threes, assign yourselves one role each for:

– Little Red Riding Hood
– The Wolf
– The Grandma

• You will each have 2 minutes to sit in the ‘hot-seat’ and 
answer the questions, ‘in character’, that are posed to you 
(by your two other colleagues who will not be in ‘character’ 
at the time) about your character’s:
– feelings
– motives
– intentions
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Have-a-Go Reflections
Reflections
•In your groups of threes reflect upon and discuss: 

1) What were your initial thoughts of experiencing hot-
seating from the different perspectives?

2) How did it feel to step into the character’s 
shoes/embody the character?

3) What new insight did you gain about the feelings, 
motivation and intentions of the characters from your 
experience of hot-seating?

4) What might hot-seating look like with your 3-4 year olds 
(nursery / pre-school) and 4-5 year olds (reception)?

•Feedback

Video for Reflection
Video (0:26-1.26 mins):
(1)Watch video clip ‘Yr 1 Hot-seating 

February 2012’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
vi6756dw2oM

(2)What were your initial thoughts of 
the:

(1) Strengths?
(2) Areas for development?

(3) What might you do differently with       
3-4 year olds (nursery / pre-school) 
and 4-5 year olds (reception)?

(4) Feedback
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Action Planning

Different Perspectives
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Different Versions and Perspectives
• Once children have a secure understanding of the storyline, consider 

introducing different versions of the same story but from the different 
perspective of the other characters - as a catalyst for further hot-seating:

Perspective:    Little Red Riding Hood                The Wolf

Different Versions & Perspectives
• The Three Little Pigs

Perspective:    The Three Little Pigs               The Big Bad Wolf
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Different Versions & Perspectives
• The Three Billy Goats Gruff

Perspective:    The Three Billy Goats                     The Troll

Different Versions and Perspectives

• There are many versions of other traditional tales, told from different 
perspectives, for example:

– Goldilocks             ‘The Three Bears’

– Cinderella              ‘The Three Ugly Sisters’

– Humpty Dumpty  ‘Little Lumpty’ (who lives in the same town 
that Humpty Dumpty lived a very long time ago)

– NB: Many others can be found via a google search
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Action Planning

Cross-Cultural Stories 
and Traditional Tales
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• There are many cross-cultural stories and traditional tales from 
around the world that children can read / be read to, and can be 
used as a basis for hot-seating, which:

– follow similar themes of traditional European tales

– include their own distinct themes in their own right 

– include children of different ethnicities as the protagonist (main 
character) whilst being in positive roles

Cross-Cultural Stories &  Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Little Red sets off to visit her
auntie who is poorly. She walks
under the giraffes, over the
sleepy crocodiles, past the
enormous elephants and the
chattering monkeys. Then a Very
Hungry Lion approaches Little
Red, wanting to gobble her up.

“A charming bilingual retelling
of the classic fairy tale “The
Princess and the Pea.” The lively
art featured throughout is
inspired by the culture of Peru”
https://www.readbrightly.com/
multicultural-fairy-tales-for-
children/

With India as the backdrop,
and vibrant artwork, this
book offers a multicultural
take on the fairy tale:
Rapunzel.
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

A colourful retelling of the
classic Brothers Grimm
fairy tale set the infamous
witch’s cottage deep in a
lush African forest.

The Ghanaian Goldilocks is a
modern twist on the classic
Goldilocks fairytale. The story
of a boy with sun lightened
hair named Kofi, better known
to his friends and family as
Goldilocks.

This Korean retelling of the Cinderella
Fairytale is of a young girl named Pear
Blossom. Pear loses her mother, and her
father then remarries a terrible woman
who has a daughter around Pear’s age.
Her step-family is constantly thinking of
ways to belittle her by calling her names
and giving her impossible chores.

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

The retelling of the classic
story within an African
cultural context.

The retelling of the classic
story within an African
cultural context.

The retelling of the classic
story within a Japanese
cultural context.
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Lists of Multicultural Children’s Books - by Age and Ethnicity
• Colour of Us: https://coloursofus.com/multicultural-childrens-books-

lists/

Lists of Multicultural Children’s Books – Themed 
• Colour of Us: https://coloursofus.com/

Some Multicultural Bookshops  & Publishers
• Bogle L’Ouverture Publishers: eric.Huntley@fhalma.org
• New Beacon Books: https://www.newbeaconbooks.com/childrens
• No Ordinary Bookshop: https://www.noordinarybookshop.co.uk/
• Tamarind Books: https://www.penguin.co.uk/puffin/tamarind.html
• The Willesden Bookshop: http://www.willesdenbookshop.co.uk/

Some Useful Websites
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Action Planning

PSED Links
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Conflict Resolution
Conflict Resolution
• As hot-seating enables children to view the different perspectives of 

story characters’ feelings, motives and intentions, it can be used as a 
stepping stone to support children’s ability to empathise and 
resolve conflicts by viewing situations from different perspectives.

Restorative Justice
• Hot-seating can also be used as a stepping stone to restorative 

justice approaches by gaining an appreciation of different 
people’s perspectives, feelings, motives and intentions; and 
potential solutions.

“At the heart of restorative justice is the idea that 
everyone is inherently worthy and that our 

connection to one another is what matters most”.
(https://www.monash.edu/education/teachspace/articles/how-to-use-

restorative-justice-in-your-classroom-and-school )
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Restorative Justice
• Following an incident that the children are upset about either as:

– A whole class (carpet / circle time)
– In a small group
– In pairs 

• Restorative questions:
– What happened and what were you thinking at the time?
– What have you thought about since?
– Who has been affected by what happened? How do you think 

they’ve been affected?
– What about this has been the hardest for you?
– What do you think needs to be done to make things as right as 

possible?

Action Planning
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Learning, 
Development and 
Assessment Links

Learning and Development and 
Assessment  Links

EYFS Development Matters - Reading
30-50 months – A Unique Child
• Beginning to be aware of the way stories are structured.
• Suggests how the story might end.
• Listens to stories with increasing attention and recall.
• Describes main story settings, events and principal characters.

30-50 months – Positive Relationships (What Adults Could Do)
• Discuss with children the characters in books being read.
• Encourage them to predict outcomes, to think of alternative endings 

and to compare plots and the feelings of characters with their own 
experiences.
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Learning and Development and 
Assessment  Links

EYFS Development Matters - Reading
40-60 months – A Unique Child
• Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly influenced by 

their experiences of books.
• Enjoys an increasing range of books

40-60 months – Enabling Environment (What Adults Could Provide)
• Help children to identify the main events in a story and to enact stories, 

as the basis for further imaginative play.
• Provide story boards and props which support children to talk about a 

story’s characters and sequence of events.

ELG - Reading
• Children read and understand simple sentences. They use phonic 

knowledge to decode regular words and read them aloud accurately. 
They also read some common irregular words. They demonstrate 
understanding when talking with others about what they have 
read.

Assessment
EYFS Profile Exceeding Descriptor - Reading
• Children can read phonically regular words of more than one syllable 

as well as many irregular but high frequency words. They use phonic, 
semantic and syntactic knowledge to understand unfamiliar 
vocabulary. They can describe the main events in the simple stories 
they have read. 

Learning and Development and 
Assessment  Links
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Reflections

Action Planning

Question:
What is one 

action you have 
taken away from 

today’s 
workshop?
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Activity: Continuum

• How confident do you feel about using ‘hot-seating’ as a 
strategy to enable children to explore story characters’ motives 
and intentions (for 3-5 year olds)?

• Very confident
• A bit confident
• Not very confident

• Stand up and position yourself on this imaginary continuum
On this imaginary continuum

Very confident                         A bit confident                       Not very confident

More
Cross-Cultural Stories 
and Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

This book is an adaptation of the
Oscar winning short animated film:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=kNw8V_Fkw28

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales

Cross-Cultural Stories & Traditional Tales
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Activity: Continuum

• How confident do you feel about using ‘hot-seating’ as a 
strategy to enable children to explore story characters’ motives 
and intentions (for 3-5 year olds)?

• Very confident
• A bit confident
• Not very confident

• Stand up and position yourself on this imaginary continuum
On this imaginary continuum

Very confident                         A bit confident                       Not very confident
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